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 Cable Barrier Literature Review 
 
ABSTRACT – A literature review of cable barrier systems. 
 
 
1 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Research on cable barriers has been performed in two areas: testing for theory and design 
and compliance testing.  FHWA policy requires that all roadside appurtenances such as traffic 
barriers, barrier terminals and crash cushions, bridge railings, sign and light pole supports, and 
work zone hardware used on the National Highway System meet the performance criteria 
contained in the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 350, 
Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance Evaluation of Highway Features (1). 
Cable barrier height is measured from the ground to the center of the top cable; post 
spacing is measured from centerline to centerline of the posts, and impact angles are measured 
with respect to the roadway tangent and not with respect to the barrier. 
1.1 Prior Cable Barrier Studies 
In 1967, Jehu and Laker determined that the height of a cable barrier was critical in the 
barrier’s performance (2).  If the cables were too low, they could be ridden over; if they were too 
high, they could slide over the hood of a small car.  A restricted number of tests, which proved 
unsuccessful, were performed with a two-cable barrier system. 
Until 1968, cable barriers in Canada, the United States, and Great Britain consisted 
primarily of a single cable mounted on wooden posts (3, 4).  In the late 1960’s, Graham et al., 
with the New York State Department of Public Works, Bureau of Physical Research, performed 
a six-year study revising all of their standard barrier designs for roadsides, medians, and bridges. 
Graham determined that the best post for cable guardrail systems was a standard 3I5.7 post with 
three-¾ in. steel cables.  A barrier height of 30 inches with a 3-inch spacing, a 16-foot post 
spacing, the utilization of a spring tension compensators, and the implementation of 6”x6” soil 
plates were adopted as the NY standard. 
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 Graham also performed a test on a three-cable bridge rail.  In this test, the car impacted 
the barrier, was not redirected, and broke nearly all of the lightweight posts off near the base and 
came to rest with the cables across the windshield. 
Between 1967 and 1968, a series of impact tests were carried out on cable barriers for 
rural highways by the Ontario Department of Highways (5).  It was determined that when 
penetrations of the barrier of approximately six feet can be tolerated, satisfactory control of the 
vehicle can be maintained.  The importance of keeping the wire ropes their original distance 
apart to minimize snagging was noted, and that the post stiffness plays a significant role in 
barrier deflection. 
In 1987, the Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) performed NCHRP Report 230 
compliance testing on a modified G1 cable barrier system transitioning into a standard 4-ft flare 
BCT (W-beam) terminal incorporating a 37.5-ft parabolic curve (6, 7, 8).  Initial testing was with 
a 2126 kg (4690 lb) sedan impacting at 94.7 kph (58.9 mph) and 27.3°.  The impact location was 
at the transition from cable barrier to the BCT, post 18 on the cable system.  The initial test failed 
NCHRP Report 230 guidelines.   
The system was retested at 24.4°, which passed NCHRP Report 230 guidelines.  The 
system was then tested along the LON with a 2150 kg (4740 lb) sedan impacting at 94.3 kph 
(58.6 mph) and 25.0°, which also passed NCHRP Report 230 guidelines. 
In 1989, SwRI performed NCHRP Report 230 compliance testing on a standard G1 cable 
barrier system with 4 lb/ft Franklin posts (9, 10, 11).  The cable barrier design, originally from 
the South Dakota Department of Transportation incorporated steel posts with trapezoidal soil 
plate as intermediate posts.   
The initial impact was with a 2040 kg (4500 lb) vehicle at 100 kph (60 mph) and 25° 
impacted 0.6 m (2 ft) downstream of post 11, which failed due to structural adequacy of the 
system.  Identical testing repeated 3.0 m (8 ft) downstream of post 11 passed NCHRP Report 
230.  Subsequent testing of a 895 kg (1974 lb) vehicle at 98.8 kph (61.4 mph) at 21.2° was also 
successful. 
In 1990, The New York State Department of Transportation examined their cable barrier 
terminal ends (12).  The terminal was redesigned due to snagging of small vehicles in departure 
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 impacts.  The new terminal concept, which included at 45° cable turndown and a slip-base end 
support was adopted. 
In 1993, Laker examined a new cable barrier design that utilized four ropes at two heights 
with the lower pair of ropes interwoven between the posts (13).  Standard U.K. tests with a 1500-
kg (3308 lb) car impacting at 113 kph (70 mph) and 20° showed that this design met the U.K. 
Department of Transport regulations.  Further tests with a 750-kg (1654 lb) car at the same speed 
and angle demonstrated that rope heights are no longer critical: the fence could be installed on 
non-hardened surfaces, reducing the cost of installation. 
Yang et al. undertook a project to determine the causes and extent of slackening in cable 
barriers and propose corrective actions (14).  During the 1979 New York State Department 
Highway Safety Review, almost every cable installation in New York was found to have 
insufficient tension.  Results from field and laboratory tests indicated that cable barrier 
installations continually lose tension and the need to re-tension periodically is not reduced by 
using prestressed cables. 
Mak et al. evaluated the G1 cable barrier system in 1994 at the Texas Transportation 
Institute (TTI) (15).  The G3 cable barrier complied with testing as specified by NCHRP Report 
350 test level 3. 
In 1992 and 1995, Yang, Bruno, and Kenyon examined the effects of cable tension on 
cable guardrail performance (16, 17).  It was determined that guardrails with insufficient tension 
may deflect excessively on impact, but that tension losses of 200 lb can be tolerated.  In order to 
ensure proper tensioning in the cables, the following steps were recommended: 
• Pre-stressing cables to minimize initial creep 
• Tensioning the spring compensators during the installation process 
• Pro-rating the existing tensioning tables for smaller temperature-spring 
compression intervals to provide extra initial tension for some runs (making 
tension loss less critical) 
• Revising anchor placements and backfill requirements to reduce movement. 
Kenyon determined that cable stretch, post settlement, post tipping, spring-compensator 
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 failure, accident impacts, poor installation procedures, turnbuckle movement due to vibration, 
and anchor movement both contributed to the reduction in tension of cable guardrails.  
Additionally, without the proper readjustment by maintenance personnel, reduced cable tension 
will result. 
In 1996, TTI’s Bullard initiated a crash test program to evaluate the safety performance 
of the WSDOT three-strand cable barrier system when impacted on the single-cable side of the 
installation (18).  An 820C vehicle impacting at 100 kph (62.1 mph) and 20° was performed.  
The WSDOT three-strand cable rail system met all the evaluation criteria set forth for NCHRP 
Report 350 test designation 3-10. 
In 1998, Sposito examined cable median barriers following three fatalities from a 
crossover accident in 1996 (19).  The Oregon Department of Transportation conducted a review 
of possible barrier solutions for the interstate highway median near Salem, Oregon.  The weak-
post, three-cable median barrier was selected.  The maintenance and repair costs were examined.  
It was found that cable system annual costs will always be less than concrete system annual costs 
for subject location, study period, and selected inflation rate.  It was also determined that cable 
median barriers perform best in medians of over 7m in width. 
In December of 1998, a cable barrier to W-beam transition system, used by the South 
Dakota Department of Transportation, was examined to determine whether it complied with 
NCHRP Report 350 criteria (20).  These tests, performed at the Midwest Roadside Safety 
Facility at the University of Nebraska – Lincoln, verified that the cable barrier complied to test 
level 3 (TL-3). 
In 1998, Bateman used computer simulation of the Brifen cable barrier system was 
performed and compared to full-scale testing (21, 22).  Software developed specifically to model 
the impact, written in FORTRAN, was used.  Bateman introduces the concept of “bays,” where 
active bays between posts are activated as static friction is overcome between the cable hook 
bolts and the cable. 
Full-scale testing for the simulations was performed under a test program at the Motor 
Industry Research Association (MIRA) in England.  These tests were performed over a period of 
years between 1988 and 1996 (23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31). 
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 Simulation results showed that for fences installed with a low rope pre-tension, 
performance may not be significantly impaired if rope pretension is not maintained.  However, 
significant gains in fence performance, specifically less deflection and better redirection, may be 
obtained should a fence be installed and maintained with high pretensioning. 
Bateman stated that finite element simulation was not suitable for modeling British 
barrier design because “significant fence performance results from large amounts of frictional 
movement of the ropes past the posts.” 
In 1998, NCHRP Report 350 test designation 3-34 (820C vehicle, 100 kph, 15°) was 
performed on the New York cable terminal (32).  It was determined that the critical impact point 
was the right front corner of the bumper of the vehicle impacting the cables in the downward 
sloping portion of the anchor.  The New York cable terminal allowed the vehicle to gate through 
the end of the installation with minimal damage to the vehicle, performing successfully to 
NCHRP Report 350 criteria. 
In 1999, Bergh, Carlsson, and Wennerström examined the concept of a “2+1” cable 
barrier (33).  Meeting collisions and single left-hand run-off-road excursions account for 
approximately 60% of all fatalities in Sweden.  However, this was not linked to passing-related 
accidents, but to a lack of concentration, fatigue, and monotonous driving conditions on high-
quality roads with low event frequencies (34).   
To remedy this situation, cable barriers were placed between lanes of traffic on existing 
13-m roads.  This consisted of one continuous lane in each direction on the outside with one 
middle lane changing direction every 1.5 to 2.5 km.  Transitions from 2 to 1 lanes had a total 
length of 150 m with delineators on the cable poles. 
Separation of the lanes was designed to avoid meeting and passing collisions as well as 
left-hand run-off-road excursions.  Implementation of the 2+1 design saw a possible increase in 
the number of accidents but with a significant reduction in the severity of injuries (35).   
In 2000, TTI’s Bullard continued testing of the Washington 3-strand cable barrier with 
New York cable terminals (36).  Testing showed that the cables did not always release when a 
vehicle impacted the barrier proper just upstream from the departure-end terminal. With 
breakaway anchor posts and cable anchors, the NY three-cable anchor was certified to be 
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 compliant with NCHRP Report 350 criteria upon completion of a successful 3-34 test (820C 
vehicle, 100 kph, 15°), which was performed at the Texas Transportation Institute (32). 
With the prior 3-10 testing in 1996 of a 820-kg passenger car impacting the barrier 
having been successful, and with the New York cable anchorage having been verified through 3-
34 testing (820C vehicle, 100 kph, 15°), it was determined that one 3-11 test (2000P vehicle, 100 
kph, 25°) would certify the Washington 3-cable barrier system with New York cable terminals 
(18, 32, 37).  This test was successful and the system was certified as complying with NCHRP 
Report 350 criteria at test level 3 (TL-3). 
In April of 2001, the Federal Highway Administration notified Brifen that the Brifen 
Wire Rope Safety Fence met the requirements of NCHRP Report 350 testing at test level 3 (TL-
3) (38).  Motor Industry Research Association performed testing under the direction of Rex 
Hedges, who refuses to release any testing information without written consent from Brifen. 
In July of 2001, the Federal Highway Administration notified Blue Systems that the 
Safence 350 met the requirements of NCHRP Report 350 testing at test level 3 (TL-3) (39).  
Testing had been performed at the Swedish Road and Transport Institute in Linköping, Sweden. 
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 Table 1.  Summary of Cable Barrier Testing (English Units) 
Impact Velocity Exit Velocity (mph) OIV (fps) 
Ridedown 
Acceleration (g’s)
Max 50-ms avg. 
Acceleration (g’s)Testing Organization Test ID Test Date 
Test 
Designation Vehicle and Description (mph)    Angle
Impact 
Location 
Number of 
Cables 
Cable Height 
and Spacing 
(in / in) 
Post Type
Post 
Spacing 
(ft) (mph) Angle
Maximum Dynamic 
Deflection (ft) Long. Lateral   Long. Lateral Long.  Lateral
Results 
NY Test-1 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 41 34.0° LON 4 - ¾ in. 26 / 4 6B8.5 10 0 0° 12 Captured --       -- -- -- -4.4 -- --
NY           Test-12 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala Bridge Rail 52 21.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. Wide 2-½ H 6 0 0° 
4.0 
Pocketed -- -- -- -- -12.2 -- --
NY           Test-18 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 48 in. Drive Anchors 37 10.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 30 / 6 W2¼x4.1 8 37 10° 
11 
Redirected -- -- -- -- -5.2 -- --
NY Test-20 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 55 25.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 30 / 6 3I5.7 8 42 23° 11 Redirected --       -- -- -- -3.9 -- --
NY Test-28 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 53 25.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 30 / 6 3I5.7 8 45 >50° 8.5 Redirected --       -- -- -- -3.5 -- --
NY Test-33 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 54 25.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 30 / 6 3I5.7 12 33 12° 8.7 Redirected --       -- -- -- -2.4 -- --
NY Test-36 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 43 35.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 27 / 6 3I5.7 12 0 0° 11 Captured --       -- -- -- -3.9 -- --
NY Test-37 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 53 5.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 30 / 6 3I5.7 12 0 0° -- Captured --       -- -- -- -0.8 -- --
NY Test-46 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 44 25.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 29 / 3 3I5.7 16 32 15° 11 Captured --       -- -- -- -6.1 -- --
Canada DoH 1-67 8/23/67 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 51 25.0° LON 1 – ½ in 25 / -- 6 in Cedar 12 0 0° Penetrated Barrier -- -- -- -- -4.0 -- -- 
Canada DoH 2-67 8/29/67 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 47 25.0° LON 1 - ¾ in 27 / -- 6 in. Cedar 12 31 13.5° 
6 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -1.6 -- --
Canada DoH 8-67 9/22/67 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 56.7 37.0° LON 3 - ½ in 27 / 3 6 in. Cedar 12 37 8.5° 
5.2 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -2.1 -- --
Canada DoH 3-68 6/27/68 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage, pretensioned to 30 ft-lbs 50 25.0° LON 3 - ½ in 27 / 3 6 in. Cedar 12 0 0° 
7.75 
Captured --       -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 1A-68 7/9/68 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage, pretensioned to 45 ft-lbs 48 25.0° LON 3 - ½ in 27 / 3 6 in. Cedar 12 0 0° 
5.5 
Captured --       -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 1-68 8/1/68 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 52 25.0° LON 3 - ½ in 27 / 3 6 in. Cedar 12 0 0° 
5.8 
Captured --       -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 5-68 8/27/68 N/A Station Wagon Rigid Steel Anchorage 50 25.0° LON 1 - ¾ in 27 / -- 6 in. Cedar 12 -- 5° 
7.5 
Captured --       -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 5A-68 8/29/68 N/A Station Wagon Rigid Steel Anchorage 50 25.0° LON 1 - ¾ in 27 / -- None -- 0 0° Penetrated Barrier -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Canada DoH 6-68 9/4/68 N/A Passenger Sedan Concrete Anchorage, Swaged Spacers 46 25.0° LON 3 - ½ in 27 / 3 6 in. Cedar 12 0 0° 
6 
Captured --       -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 7-68 9/11/68 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 44 25.0° LON 3 - ½ in 27 / 1.5 6 in. Cedar 12 0 0° 
5.5 
Captured --       -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 7A-68 9/12/68 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 48 25.0° LON 3 - ½ in 27 / 1.5 None -- 0 0° Penetrated Barrier -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Canada DoH 8-68 9/23/68 N/A Station Wagon Expandable Anchors with Deadman 50 25.0° LON 3 - ½ in 27 / 1.5 6 in. Cedar 12 0 0° 
5.5 
Captured --       -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 9-68 8/28/68 N/A Rusty VW Beetle Rigid Steel Anchorage 52 25.0° LON 1 - ¾ in 27 / -- 6 in. Cedar 12 0 0° Ripped vehicle apart -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
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 Impact Velocity Exit Velocity (mph) OIV (fps) 
Ridedown 
Acceleration (g’s)
Max 50-ms avg. 
Acceleration (g’s)Testing Organization Test ID Test Date 
Test 
Designation Vehicle and Description (mph)    Angle
Impact 
Location 
Number of 
Cables 
Cable Height 
and Spacing 
(in / in) 
Post Type
Post 
Spacing 
(ft) (mph) Angle
Maximum Dynamic 
Deflection (ft) Long. Lateral   Long. Lateral Long.  Lateral
Results 
UK TRRL -- 1987 DTp & BS6770 
Saloon Car, 3308 lb 
Two-height Cable System 43.2 19° LON 4 - ¾ in 23 / 3.75 Z-section 7.9 34.8 8° 
3.6 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -3.3 -5.9 Pass
UK TRRL -- 1987 DTp & BS6770 
Saloon Car, 3308 lbs 
Two-height Cable System 43.5 19° LON 4 - ¾ in 23 / 3.75 Z-section 3.3 0 7° 
5.6 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
SwRI            MSD-2 1/23/87 NCHRP 230 78 Plymouth Sedan, 4690 lbs Transition to BCT downstream 58.9 27.3°
Trans #1 
12C/1W 3 - ¾ in 29.5 / 3 S3x5.7 16 0 0° 
6.0 
Captured 20.2 -16.9 -4.0 11.4 -6.9 7.5 Fail
SwRI            MSD-2A 3/12/87 NCHRP 230 78 Plymouth Sedan, 4690 lbs Transition to BCT downstream 58.3 24.4°
Trans #1 
12C/1W 3 - ¾ in 29.5 / 3 S3x5.7 16 0 0° 
5.8 
Captured 19.5 -16.0 -9.5 8.4 -5.7 6.8 Pass
SwRI            MSD-3 2/4/87 NCHRP 230 81 Volkswagon Rabbit, 1975 lbs Transition to BCT downstream 59.8 18.6°
LON 
11&12 3 - ¾ in 30 / 3 4 Franklin 16 0 0° 
6.3 
Redirected 12.2 9.5 -9.7 -11.6 -2.6 3.8 Pass
SwRI          MSD-4 3/12/87 NCHRP 230 78 Dodge Sedan, 4740 lbs Transition to BCT upstream 58.6 25.0° LON 3 - ¾ in 29.5 / 3 S3x5.7 16 0 0° 
6.5 
Captured 23.0 -12.8 -5.1 8.5 -8.0 5.9 Pass
UK TRRL -- 1988 DTp & BS6770 
Minicar, 1654 lbs 
Two-height Cable System 44.8 19° LON 4 - ¾ in 23 / 3.75 Z-section 3.3 38.8 9° 
3.9 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK TRRL -- 1988 DTp & BS6770 
Minicar, 1654 lbs 
Two-height Cable System 34.7 19° LON 4 - ¾ in 23 / 3.75 Z-section 7.9 34.8 1° 
7.8 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -5.8 -3.3 Pass
SwRI SD-1 3/3/89 NCHRP 230 82 Oldsmobile, 4615 lbs 60.0 25.7° LON 11&12C 3 - ¾ in 27 / 3 4 Franklin 16 Braked 
16 
Breached Barrier -2.9       5.7 -1.4 -5.1 -1.3 -1.1 Fail
SwRI SD-2 6/28/89 NCHRP 230 84 Oldsmobile, 4615 lbs 60.0 25.0° LON 11&12C 3 - ¾ in 27 / 3 4 Franklin 16 0 0° 
9.8 
Captured -1.5       10.0 -- -3.5 -1.5 -2.3 Pass
SwRI SD-3 7/6/89 NCHRP 230 84 VW Rabbit, 1800 lbs 61.4 21.2° LON 11&12C 3 - ¾ in 27 / 3 4 Franklin 16 0 0° 
6.1 
Captured 10.6       12.0 -1.5 -5.1 -1.7 -3.7 Pass
NY          Test-96 1990 NCHRP 230 1800 lb Sedan 45° notches on anchorage assembly 58.6 14.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 30/ 3 3x5.7 16 N/A 11.0° 
N/A 
Vehicle Rollover 12.2 4.1 15.1 6.2 8.8 2.1 Fail
NY          Test-97 1990 NCHRP 230 1800 lb Sedan 45° notches, Teflon® washers 57.5 13.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 30/ 3 3x5.7 16 N/A 24.0° 
N/A 
Vehicle Rollover -- -- -- -- -- -- Fail
NY   Test-98 1990 NCHRP 230 1800 lb Sedan 45° turndown, solid anchor rods 55.8 110° LON 3 - ¾ in. 30/ 3 3x5.7 16 N/A 15.0° N/A -- -- -- -- -- -- Pass 
NY   Test-99 1990 NCHRP 230 4780 lb Sedan 45° turndown, solid anchor rods 57.4 24.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 30/ 3 3x5.7 16 0 N/A 9.5 9.9 10.9 4.5 6.2 1.4 3.2 Fail 
NY     Test-100 1990 NCHRP 230 1800 lb Sedan Cables lowered to 27 in. 57.7 23.0°
Reverse 
Terminal 3 - ¾ in. 27 / 3 3x5.7 16 40.5 15.0° 8 -- -- -- -- 0.1 0.1 Pass 
NY          Test-101 1990 NCHRP 230 4200 lb Sedan Cables lowered to 27 in. 58.1 2.0° Terminal 3 - ¾ in. 27 / 3 3x5.7 16 -- -2.0° 
N/A 
Vehicle Rollover -- -- -- -- 6.3 0.6 Fail
NY          Test-102 1990 NCHRP 230 1800 lb Sedan Slipbase on post 1 72.4 0.0° Terminal 3 - ¾ in. 27 / 3 3x5.7 16 -- 1.0° 
N/A 
Vehicle Rollover -- -- -- -- -- -- Fail
NY   Test-103 1990 NCHRP 230 1800 lb Sedan Anchor rod, fewer posts 68.0 5.0° Terminal 3 - ¾ in. 27 / 3 3x5.7 16 58.3 1.0° N/A 11.3 -- 1.6 -- 3.7 1.0 Pass 
NY   Test-104 1990 NCHRP 230 1800 lb Sedan Anchor rod, fewer posts 61.3 15.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 27 / 3 3x5.7 16 N/A 5.0° N/A 12.7 9.0 8.5 9.9 3.7 2.9 Pass 
NY   Test-105 1990 NCHRP 230 1800 lb Sedan Anchor rod, fewer posts 54.8 10.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 27 / 3 3x5.7 16 0 5.0° 1.0 10.8 5.5 6.0 9.7 2.6 2.5 Pass 
NY          Test-106 1990 NCHRP 230 4500 lb Sedan Anchor rod, fewer posts N/D 25.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 27 / 3 3x5.7 16 N/A 24.0° 
12 
Penetrated Barrier 15.8 8.0 5.1 9.8 3.0 3.7 Pass
NY   Test-107 1990 NCHRP 230 1800 lb Sedan Extra Washers 56.6 25.0° LON 3 - ¾ in. 27 / 3 3x5.7 16 32.2 16.0° Penetrated Barrier 14.3 9.6 2.0 7.1 3.0 3.4 Pass 
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 Impact Velocity Exit Velocity (mph) OIV (fps) 
Ridedown 
Acceleration (g’s)
Max 50-ms avg. 
Acceleration (g’s)Testing Organization Test ID Test Date 
Test 
Designation Vehicle and Description (mph)    Angle
Impact 
Location 
Number of 
Cables 
Cable Height 
and Spacing 
(in / in) 
Post Type
Post 
Spacing 
(ft) (mph) Angle
Maximum Dynamic 
Deflection (ft) Long. Lateral   Long. Lateral Long.  Lateral
Results 
UK MIRA J0903 1991 DTp & BS6770 
Rover SD1, 3329 lbs 
Two-Height Cable System 71.6 19° LON 4 - ¾ in 23 / 3.75 Z-section 3.3 -- 8° 
3.7 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA J0904 1991 DTp & BS6770 
Rover Mini, 1640 lbs 
Two-Height Cable System 71.6 19° LON 4 - ¾ in 22.8 / 3.5 Z-section 3.3 -- 1° 
2.6 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA L6016 1993 DTp & BS6770 
Ford F250,  4431 lbs 
Two-Height Cable System 62.6 25° LON 4 - ¾ in 22.8 / 3.5 Z-section 7.9 -- -- 
5.8 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA M6035 1994 DTp & BS6770 
Rover SD1, 3317 lbs 
Two-Height Cable System 71.6 20° LON 4 - ¾ in 22.8 / 3.5 Z-section 7.9 -- 4° 
4.9 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
TTI        471470-28 11/15/94 NCHRP 350 3-11 1989 Chevy 2500, 5470 lbs 59.1 26.7° 
LON 
10&11 3 - ¾ in 29.5 / 3 S3x5.7 16 60.3 2° 
7.8 
Redirected 14.2 11.5 -4.0 5.6 -1.9 2.9 Pass
UK MIRA N6014 1995 DTp & BS6770 
Ford Fiesta, 2004 lbs 
Two-Height Cable System 73.8 20° LON 4 - ¾ in 22.8 / 3.5 Z-section 10.5 -- 13° 
4.3 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA N6015 1995 DTp & BS6770 
Ford Scorpio, 3305 lbs 
Two-Height Cable System 71.6 20° LON 4 - ¾ in 22.8 / 3.5 Z-section 10.5 -- 11° 
5.8 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA N6016 1995 DTp & BS6770 
Ford Fiesta, 1991 lbs 
Two-Height Cable System 71.6 20° LON 4 - ¾ in 26.4 / 22.8 Z-section 10.5 -- 11° 
4.3 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA N6017 1995 DTp & BS6770 
Ford Scorpio, 3318 lbs 
Two-Height Cable System 71.6 20° LON 4 - ¾ in 22.8 / 3.5 Z-section 10.5 -- 8° 
5.7 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
TTI         WDT-2 3/6/96 NCHRP 350 3-10 1991 Ford Festiva, 1976 lbs 62.0 20.4° 
LON 
Post 12 3 - ¾ in 30.5 / 4-¾ S3x5.7 16 0 0° 
6.1 
Captured 13.5 9.5 -3.6 3.9 -2.5 2.8 Pass
MwRSF           SDV-1 8/11/98 NCHRP 350 3-21 
1993 GMC 2500, 4438 lbs 
Transition to BCT 63.6 27.6°
LON 
14C&15C 3 - ¾ in 27 / 3 S3x5.7 6.25 0 N/A 
7.9 
Uh, Captured? 15.2 9.8 12.2 7.4 -- -- Pass
MwRSF            SDC-2 8/17/98 NCHRP 350 1993 GMC 2500, 4459 lbs Transition to BCT 63.6 25.2°
Trans. 
3W&4W 3 - ¾ in 27 / 3 S3x5.7 6.25 0 N/A 
-- 
Redirected 22.3 12.4 9.3 6.0 -- -- Pass
MwRSF           SDC-3 8/31/98 NCHRP 350 3-20 
1991 Geo Metro, 1935 lbs 
Transition to BCT 61.9 20.2°
Trans 
4W&5W 3 - ¾ in 27 / 3 S3x5.7 6.25 49.0 7.4° 
1.6 
Redirected 18.8 19.5 3.2 16.6 -- -- Pass
TTI 404211-6 10/1/98 NCHRP 350 3-34 
1992 Ford Festiva, 1976 lbs 
Cable Anchorage Test 61.7 14.7° Terminal 3 - ¾ in 27 / 3 S3x5.7 16.4 36.5 15.7° N/A 5.9 3.0 -3.1 3.1 -2.3 -1.4 Pass 
TTI 404211-8 2/16/00 NCHRP 350 3-11 1994 Chevy 2500, 4410 lbs 63.0 24.8° 
LON 
#11 3 - ¾ in 30.5 / 4– ¾ S3x5.7 16 0 N/A 11.2 7.2 9.5 -2.7 4.9 -1.6 2.1 Pass 
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 Table 2.  Summary of Cable Barrier Testing (SI Units) 
Impact Velocity Exit Velocity OIV (m/s) Ridedown Acceleration (g’s) 
Max 50-ms avg. 
Acceleration (g’s) Testing Organization Test ID Test Date 
Test 
Designation Vehicle and Description (kph)        Angle
Impact 
Location 
Number of 
Cables 
Cable Height 
and Spacing 
(cm / cm) 
Post Type
Post 
Spacing 
(m) (kph) Angle
Maximum Dynamic 
Deflection (m) Long. Lateral Long. Lateral Long. Lateral
Results 
NY Test-1 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 66.0 34.0° LON 4 - 19 mm 66 / 10.2 152B12.7 3.0 0.0 0° 3.7 Captured --       -- -- -- -4.4 -- --
NY           Test-12 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala Bridge Rail 83.7 21.0° LON 3 - 19 mm Wide 57x57H 1.8 0.0 0° 
1.2 
Pocketed -- -- -- -- -12.2 -- --
NY           Test-18 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 48 in. Drive Anchors 59.5 10.0° LON 3 - 19 mm. 76.2 / 15.2 W70x6.1 2.4 59.5 10° 
3.4 
Redirected -- -- -- -- -5.2 -- --
NY Test-20 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 88.5 25.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 76.2 / 15.2 S76x8.5 2.4 67.6 23° 3.4 Redirected --       -- -- -- -3.9 -- --
NY Test-28 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 85.3 25.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 76.2 / 15.2 S76x8.5 2.4 72.4 >50° 2.6 Redirected --       -- -- -- -3.5 -- --
NY Test-33 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 86.9 25.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 76.2 / 15.2 S76x8.5 3.7 53.1 12° 2.6 Redirected --       -- -- -- -2.4 -- --
NY Test-36 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 69.2 35.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 15.2 S76x8.5 3.7 0.0 0° 3.4 Captured --       -- -- -- -3.9 -- --
NY Test-37 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 85.3 5.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 76.2 / 15.2 S76x8.5 3.7 0.0 0° -- Captured --       -- -- -- -0.8 -- --
NY Test-46 1967 N/A ~1965 Chevy Impala 70.8 25.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 73.7 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 51.5 15° 3.4 Captured --       -- -- -- -6.1 -- --
Canada DoH 1-67 8/23/67 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 82.1 25.0° LON 1 – 12.7 mm 63.5 / -- 
154 mm 
Cedar 3.7           0.0 0° Penetrated Barrier -- -- -- -- -4.0 -- --
Canada DoH 2-67 8/29/67 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 75.6 25.0° LON 1 - 19 mm 68.6  / -- 
154 mm 
Cedar 3.7          49.9 13.5°
1.8 
Redirected -- -- -- -- -1.6 -- --
Canada DoH 8-67 9/22/67 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 91.2 37.0° LON 3 - 12.7 mm 68.6  / 7.6 
154 mm 
Cedar 3.7          59.5 8.5°
1.6 
Redirected -- -- -- -- -2.1 -- --
Canada DoH 3-68 6/27/68 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage, pretensioned to 41 N-m 80.5 25.0° LON 3 - 12.7 mm 68.6  / 7.6 
154 mm 
Cedar 3.7          0.0 0°
2.4 
Captured -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 1A-68 7/9/68 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage, pretensioned to 61 N-m 77.2 25.0° LON 3 - 12.7 mm 68.6  / 7.6 
154 mm 
Cedar 3.7          0.0 0°
1.7 
Captured -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 1-68 8/1/68 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 83.7 25.0° LON 3 - 12.7 mm 68.6  / 7.6 
154 mm 
Cedar 3.7          0.0 0°
1.8 
Captured -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 5-68 8/27/68 N/A Station Wagon Rigid Steel Anchorage 80.5 25.0° LON 1 - 19 mm 68.6  / -- 
154 mm 
Cedar 3.7          -- 5°
2.3 
Captured -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 5A-68 8/29/68 N/A Station Wagon Rigid Steel Anchorage 80.5 25.0° LON 1 – 19 mm 68.6  / -- None -- 0.0 0° Penetrated Barrier -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Canada DoH 6-68 9/4/68 N/A Passenger Sedan Concrete Anchorage, Swaged Spacers 74.0 25.0° LON 3 - 12.7 mm 68.6  / 7.6 
154 mm 
Cedar 3.7          0.0 0°
1.8 
Captured -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 7-68 9/11/68 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 70.8 25.0° LON 3 - 12.7 mm 68.6  / 3.8 
154 mm 
Cedar 3.7          0.0 0°
1.7 
Captured -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 7A-68 9/12/68 N/A Station Wagon Concrete Anchorage 77.2 25.0° LON 3 - 12.7 mm 68.6  / 3.8 None -- 0.0 0° Penetrated Barrier -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Canada DoH 8-68 9/23/68 N/A Station Wagon Expandable Anchors with Deadman 80.5 25.0° LON 3 - 12.7 mm 68.6  / 3.8 
154 mm 
Cedar 3.7          0.0 0°
1.7 
Captured -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Canada DoH 9-68 8/28/68 N/A Rusty VW Beetle Rigid Steel Anchorage 83.7 25.0° LON 1 - 19 mm 68.6  / -- 
154 mm 
Cedar 3.7           0.0 0° Ripped vehicle apart -- -- -- -- -- -- --
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 Impact Velocity Exit Velocity OIV (m/s) Ridedown Acceleration (g’s) 
Max 50-ms avg. 
Acceleration (g’s) Testing Organization Test ID Test Date 
Test 
Designation Vehicle and Description (kph)        Angle
Impact 
Location 
Number of 
Cables 
Cable Height 
and Spacing 
(cm / cm) 
Post Type
Post 
Spacing 
(m) (kph) Angle
Maximum Dynamic 
Deflection (m) Long. Lateral Long. Lateral Long. Lateral
Results 
UK TRRL -- 1987 DTp & BS6770 
Saloon Car, 1500 kg 
Two-height Cable System 69.5 19° LON 4 - 19 mm 58.4 / 9.5 Z-section 2.4 56.0 8° 
1.1 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -3.3 -5.9 Pass
UK TRRL -- 1987 DTp & BS6770 
Saloon Car, 1500 kg 
Two-height Cable System 70.0 19° LON 4 - 19 mm 58.4 / 9.5 Z-section 1.0 0.0 7° 
1.7 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
SwRI            MSD-2 1/23/87 NCHRP 230 78 Plymouth Sedan, 2127 kg Transition to BCT downstream 94.8 27.3°
Trans #1 
12C/1W 3 - 19 mm 74.9 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 0.0 0° 
1.8 
Captured 6.2 -5.2 -4.0 11.4 -6.9 7.5 Fail
SwRI            MSD-2A 3/12/87 NCHRP 230 78 Plymouth Sedan, 2127 kg Transition to BCT downstream 93.8 24.4°
Trans #1 
12C/1W 3 - 19 mm 74.9 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 0.0 0° 
1.8 
Captured 5.9 -5.2 -4.0 11.4 -6.9 7.5 Pass
SwRI            MSD-3 2/4/87 NCHRP 230 81 Volkswagon Rabbit, 896 kg Transition to BCT downstream 96.2 18.6°
LON 
11&12 3 – 19 mm 76.2 / 7.6 4 Franklin 4.9 0 0° 
1.9 
Redirected 12.2 9.5 -9.7 -11.6 -2.6 3.8 Pass
SwRI          MSD-4 3/12/87 NCHRP 230 78 Dodge Sedan, 2150 kg Transition to BCT upstream 94.3 25.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 74.9 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 0.0 0° 
2.0 
Captured 7.0 -3.9 -5.1 8.5 -8.0 5.9 Pass
UK TRRL -- 1988 DTp & BS6770 
Minicar, 750 kg 
Two-height Cable System 72.1 19° LON 4 - 19 mm 58.4 / 9.5 Z-section 1.0 62.4 9° 
1.2 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK TRRL -- 1988 DTp & BS6770 
Minicar, 750 kg 
Two-height Cable System 55.8 19° LON 4 - 19 mm 58.4 / 9.5 Z-section 2.4 56.0 1° 
2.4 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -5.8 -3.3 Pass
SwRI SD-1 3/3/89 NCHRP 230 82 Oldsmobile, 2093 kg 96.6 25.7° LON 11&12C 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 4 Franklin 4.9 -- 
4.9 
Breached Barrier -2.9       1.7 -0.4 -5.1 -1.3 -1.1 Fail
SwRI SD-2 6/28/89 NCHRP 230 84 Oldsmobile, 2093 kg 96.6 25.0° LON 11&12C 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 4 Franklin 4.9 0.0 0° 
3.0 
Captured -0.5       3.0 -- -3.5 -1.5 -2.3 Pass
SwRI SD-3 7/6/89 NCHRP 230 84 VW Rabbit, 816 kg 98.8 21.2° LON 11&12C 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 4 Franklin 4.9 0.0 0° 
1.9 
Captured 3.2       3.7 -1.5 -5.1 -1.7 -3.7 Pass
NY          Test-96 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 816 kg 45° notches on anchorage assembly 94.3 14.0° LON 3 - 19 mm. 76.2 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 -- 11.0° 
N/A 
Vehicle Rollover 3.7 1.2 15.1 6.2 8.8 2.1 Fail
NY          Test-97 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 816 kg 45° notches, Teflon® washers 92.5 13.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 76.2 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 -- 24.0° 
N/A 
Vehicle Rollover -- -- -- -- -- -- Fail
NY   S76x8.5 Test-98 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 816 kg 45° turndown, solid anchor rods 89.8 110° LON 3 - 19 mm 76.2 / 7.6 4.9 -- 15.0° N/A -- -- -- -- -- -- Pass 
NY                   Test-99 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 2168 kg 45° turndown, solid anchor rods 92.4 24.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 76.2 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 0.0 N/A 2.9 3.0 3.3 4.5 6.2 1.4 3.2 Fail
NY     Test-100 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 816 kg Cables lowered to 68.6 cm 92.9 23.0°
Reverse 
Terminal 3 - 19 mm 68.6  / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 65.2 15.0° 2.4 -- -- -- -- 0.1 0.1 Pass 
NY          Test-101 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 1905 kg Cables lowered to 68.6 cm 93.5 2.0° Terminal 3 - 19 mm 68.6  / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 -- -2.0° 
N/A 
Vehicle Rollover -- -- -- -- 6.3 0.6 Fail
NY          Test-102 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 816 kg Slipbase on post 1 116.5 0.0° Terminal 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 -- 1.0° 
N/A 
Vehicle Rollover -- -- -- -- -- -- Fail
NY   Test-103 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 816 kg Anchor rod, fewer posts 109.4 5.0° Terminal 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 93.8 1.0° N/A 3.4 -- 1.6 -- 3.7 1.0 Pass 
NY   Test-104 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 816 kg Anchor rod, fewer posts 98.7 15.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 -- 5.0° N/A 3.9 2.7 8.5 9.9 3.7 2.9 Pass 
NY                   Test-105 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 816 kg Anchor rod, fewer posts 88.2 10.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 0.0 5.0° 0.3 3.3 1.7 6.0 9.7 2.6 2.5 Pass
NY          Test-106 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 1905 kg Anchor rod, fewer posts -- 25.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 -- 24.0° 
3.7 
Penetrated Barrier 4.8 2.4 5.1 9.8 3.0 3.7 Pass
NY   Test-107 1990 NCHRP 230 Sedan, 816 kg Extra Washers 91.1 25.0° LON 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 51.8 16.0° Penetrated Barrier 4.4 2.9 2.0 7.1 3.0 3.4 Pass 
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 Impact Velocity Exit Velocity OIV (m/s) Ridedown Acceleration (g’s) 
Max 50-ms avg. 
Acceleration (g’s) Testing Organization Test ID Test Date 
Test 
Designation Vehicle and Description (kph)        Angle
Impact 
Location 
Number of 
Cables 
Cable Height 
and Spacing 
(cm / cm) 
Post Type
Post 
Spacing 
(m) (kph) Angle
Maximum Dynamic 
Deflection (m) Long. Lateral Long. Lateral Long. Lateral
Results 
UK MIRA J0903 1991 DTp & BS6770 
Rover SD1, 1510 kg 
Two-Height Cable System 115.2 19° LON 4 - 19 mm 58 / 9.5 Z-section 1.0 -- 8° 
1.1 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA J0904 1991 DTp & BS6770 
Rover Mini, 744 kg 
Two-Height Cable System 115.2 19° LON 4 - 19 mm 58 / 8.9 Z-section 1.0 -- 1° 
0.8 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA L6016 1993 DTp & BS6770 
Ford F250, 2010 kg 
Two-Height Cable System 100.7 25° LON 4 - 19 mm 67 / 8.9 Z-section 2.4 -- -- 
1.8 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA M6035 1994 DTp & BS6770 
Rover SD1, 1505 kg 
Two-Height Cable System 115.2 20° LON 4 - 19 mm 58 / 8.9 Z-section 2.4 -- 4° 
1.5 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
TTI        471470-28 11/15/94 NCHRP 350 3-11 1989 Chevy 2500, 2481 kg 95.1 26.7° 
LON 
10&11 3 - 19 mm 74.9 / 7.6 S76x8.5 4.9 97.0 2° 
2.4 
Redirected 4.3 3.5 -4.0 5.6 -1.9 2.9 Pass
UK MIRA N6014 1995 DTp & BS6770 
Ford Fiesta, 909 kg 
Two-Height Cable System 118.8 20° LON 4 - 19 mm 58 / 8.9 Z-section 3.2 -- 13° 
1.3 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA N6015 1995 DTp & BS6770 
Ford Scorpio, 1500 kg 
Two-Height Cable System 115.2 20° LON 4 - 19 mm 58 / 8.9 Z-section 3.2 -- 11° 
1.8 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA N6016 1995 DTp & BS6770 
Ford Fiesta, 903 kg 
Two-Height Cable System 115.2 20° LON 4 - 19 mm 58 / 22.8 Z-section 3.2 -- 11° 
1.3 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
UK MIRA N6017 1995 DTp & BS6770 
Ford Scorpio, 1505 kg 
Two-Height Cable System 115.2 20° LON 4 - 19 mm 58 / 8.9 Z-section 3.2 -- 8° 
1.7 
Redirected --       -- -- -- -- -- Pass
TTI         WDT-2 3/6/96 NCHRP 350 3-10 1991 Ford Festiva, 896 kg 99.8 20.4° 
LON 
Post 12 3 - 19 mm 77.5 / 12.1 S76x8.5 4.9 0.0 0° 
1.9 
Captured 4.1 2.9 -3.6 3.9 -2.5 2.8 Pass
MwRSF           SDV-1 8/11/98 NCHRP 350 3-21 
1993 GMC 2500, 2013 kg 
Transition to BCT 102.4 27.6°
LON 
14C&15C 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 S76x8.5 1.9 0.0 N/A 
2.4 
Uh, Captured? 4.6 3.0 12.2 7.4 -- -- Pass
MwRSF            SDC-2 8/17/98 NCHRP 350 1993 GMC 2500, 2923 kg Transition to BCT 102.4 25.2°
Trans. 
3W&4W 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 S76x8.5 1.9 0.0 N/A 
-- 
Redirected 6.8 3.8 9.3 6.0 -- -- Pass
MwRSF           SDC-3 8/31/98 NCHRP 350 3-20 
1991 Geo Metro, 878 kg 
Transition to BCT 99.6 20.2°
Trans 
4W&5W 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 S76x8.5 1.9 78.9 7.4° 
0.5 
Redirected 5.7 5.9 3.2 16.6 -- -- Pass
TTI 404211-6 10/1/98 NCHRP 350 3-34 
1992 Ford Festiva, 896 kg 
Cable Anchorage Test 99.3 14.7° Terminal 3 - 19 mm 68.6 / 7.6 S76x8.5 5.0 58.7 15.7° N/A 1.8 0.9 -3.1 3.1 -2.3 -1.4 Pass 
TTI 404211-8 2/16/00 NCHRP 350 3-11 1994 Chevy 2500, 2000 kg 101.4 24.8° 
LON 
#11 3 - 19 mm 77.5 / 12.1 S76x8.5 4.9 0.0 N/A 3.4 2.2 2.9 -2.7 4.9 -1.6 2.1 Pass 
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 2 Current NCHRP 350-Compliant Systems 
Current systems complying with NCHRP Report 350 recommendations are: 
• Safence 350, Blue Systems, AB.  Frolunda, Sweden. 
• Non-proprietary weak-steel post cable (three-strand) guardrail (SGRO1a-b) 
• Washington State 3-Strand Cable Barrier with New York 3-Strand Cable 
Terminal 
• Brifen Wire Rope Safety Fence 
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